Bioinformatician / Computational Biologist

Job Description

• Design, write and perform novel computational and statistical algorithms on biological and clinical data for drug discovery
• Prepare and maintain computational tools for the use of biologists within the company
• Work closely and routinely with computational scientists, biologists and immunologists

Job Requirements

• MSc/PhD in Bioinformatics / Computational Biology or related disciplines
• Programming skills (Required: any scientific programming language, development in UNIX environment, Advantageous: R, Perl or Python)
• Ability to propose and carry out independently computational research projects
• Ability to implement new algorithms and to adopt existing ones
• Experience with expression analysis (or other NGS data) is an advantage
• Background in statistics and analysis of massive data is an advantage
• Ability and motivation to work in a multidisciplinary environment

Please apply to jobs@cgen.com